
PSYC2013 Notes (+ Example Exam SAQs) 

Module 1: Cognitive Processes 
 

ATTENTION 
Attention is the process of selection, concentrating our limited cognitive resources on a given 
scope/portion of our external or internal environment. 

 Focusing on elements relevant to the task 
 Could be temporal or spatial focus 
 Sacrificing the processing of things beyond the scope of our attention 

 
Types of Attention 

 Focused/Selective Attention 
 Specific modality of focus (Visual only or auditory only) 

 Divided Attention / Multi-tasking 
 Processing multiple inputs “simultaneously” 

 EITHER splitting our resources and working in parallel 
 OR switching our attention back and forth 

 Task performance is compromised 
 Practice can improve multi-tasking 

 Control of Attention 
o We can deploy our attentional resources deliberately OR our attention could be 

commanded by an external stimuli (automaticity)  
o Consciousness – attention is mostly associated with consciousness, but being awake 

and aware does not always imply attention. 
 
Focused Selective Attention 

 There is always input to our sensory organs, not always selected for attention 
 E.g. The feel of our watch on our wrist is not important 

 We don’t fully process everything, but we know where to find it (the world is our external 
memory) 

 We do eye saccades 3-4 times a second, making screenshots of one point after 
another, storing it in memory 

 If we need more information about a particular object/event in our surroundings, we 
retrieve the location from our memory and shift our attention accordingly to the 
specific area to obtain more information relevant to the task. 

 VISUAL ILLUSTRATION: 3 bright yellow dots in a rotating sphere marked out by little moving purple dots 
 After focusing on one yellow dot for a while, the other two dots disappear (despite the yellow dots being 

very salient in the visual field) 
 This is a form of habituation 

 Things that move dominate our attention 
 Things that are stationary become habituated 

 Other forms of focused attention 
 Computer game deaths – obsessively attending to game, to the point of neglecting one’s hunger/bodily 

signals 
 Eating while watching TV 
 Vigilance Task – attention can be captured automatically (bottom-up) or deployed (top-down) 

 
Dichotic Listening Tasks (DLT) 

 Definition: A person wearing a set of stereo headphones, with different audio streams coming 
into each ear. The person is to shadow or repeat what is coming in one ear. (Cherry, 1953) 

o Conditions of DLT 
 Simultaneous messages in both ears 
 Different messages in each ear 
 Different language in unattended ear 
 Speech vs other sounds/noise in unattended ear 

o Findings 
 Selection is possible 

 Physical differences are easy to distinguish and select (low male 
voice vs. high female voice) 

 Limited processing in unattended ear 

 Able to detect physical differences (sex of speaker, speech vs noise) 
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 Little processing of complex information (German vs English, words 
not recognised even after many repetitions)  

o Conclusion 
 Locus of selection is the point at which some material is selected for further 

processing and some material is rejected and no longer processed 

 Cherry’s findings support the theory of an early filter/locus of 
selection  we selected information based on physical 
characteristics and don’t process the semantic content of the 
unattended ear 

 Leakages vs Slippage 

 Triesman’s theory invokes a leaky filter – unattended information is 
leaked through the filter and undergo processing 

 Slippage – attention switches to unattended message for a while 
before switching back 

o Attentional shifts are quick ~50ms and priming effects 
disappear at >50ms 

o Leakages and slippage  possible that Broadbent’s theory 
could be right (i.e. rapid switching, but only one channel at a 
time) 

 Strobing attention – we can shift our attention at 5Hz and so we can 
process glimpses of the attentional scene in STM 

 
Theories of Attention 
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Theory Description Supporting and Contradicting Evidence 

Broadbent’s 
Filter Theory 
(1958) 

 Early filter - Stimuli selected 
based on physical characteristics 
 

 Multiple inputs are initially 
encoded in parallel at an early, 
sensory level 

 After selection, unattended 
stimuli are not processed further 

 Cherry’s findings 

 Selection based on ear, physical properties of the stimuli 
 
 People report numbers by ear, not by order 

 E.g. when presented with 462 to one ear, staggered with 562 in other 
ear, Ss report 462-562 

 Some info from unattended ear processed beyond the physical level 

 OR there may be a memory buffer in R ear while we report L ear’s input; we 
switch our attention to R ear’s “memory” when we need to read them out.  
memory must occur before the filter 

 
 Breakthroughs –  

 e.g. the cocktail party effect 
 May not be all-or-none switch, but we suppress unattended message for time 

being 

 Effect may be confirmation bias -  if there are 50 conversations, we might not pick 
up all instances of my name 

 

Treisman’s 
Attentuation 
Theory (1960) 

 Later Filter: An “attenuator” 
reduces the processing of 
unattended words 

 We don’t turn off the unattended 
signal, we just reduced its intensity 

 

 If the unattended stimuli is 
deemed important (by priming or 
otherwise), processing is 
increased. 

 Accounts for breakthroughs 
 
 
 

 Moray (1959) 
 10% acted when instructions said in unattended ear (e.g. stop/ switch ears) 

 33% if instructions followed Ss’ names (e.g. James, stop) 

 Higher WM = Less likely to switch 

 Working Memory 
 Low WM = less control of attention, more distractible; need to scan environment 

frequently as info is not kept in WM 

 High WM = less distractible, less need to scan the environment for new info as it’s 
all kept track of 

 High WM search for target among distractors faster 

 Treisman (1960) 
 Ss can follow story even when it switches from one ear to another 

 Switch sides if it made sense and quickly switches back again 

 May indicate late selection (unattended ear processed at a semantic level) 

 May also indicate priming/predictive aspect of speech 

Deutsch & 
Deutsch’s 
“late filter” 
Theory (1963) 

 Late Filter – stimuli processed to 
a high level 

 Selection is based on importance 
(e.g. names) 

 Moray (1959) 
 10% acted when instructions said in unattended ear (e.g. stop/ switch ears) 

 33% if instructions followed Ss’ names (e.g. James, stop) 

 Treisman (1960) 
 Ss can follow story even when it switches from one ear to another 

 Swtich sides if it made sense and quickly switches back again 

 May indicate late selection (unattended ear processed at a semantic level) 

 May also indicate priming/predictive aspect of speech 
 

 Limited cognitive resources cannot support late selection of all inputs 
 Spend too much processing power on unimportant stimuli 

Johnston 
and Heinz 
(1978) 

 Flexible switch 

 Selction occurs as early as 
possible 

 Uncertainty leads to processing 
of irrelevant stimuli 

 Efficient – your degree of 
selection depends on your 
available cognitive resources 
 

 Task demands necessitate early 
selection 

 When stimuli are complex they 
cannot all be processed at 
once so selection must take 
place early 

 Presenting Vertical and horizontal gratings in a serial stream 

 If order of gratings are predictable (e.g. V, H, V, H, …)  easy, low 
perceptual load = more distractible 

 Rate of presentation increased or unpredictable order  high 
perceptual load = less distractible, no attentional resources left to latch 
on to distractions 

 

Lavie’s 
Perceptual 
Load Theory 
(1995) 

 Flexible locus/switch 

 Low perceptual load = more 
likely to be distractible 

 i.e. when we have spare 
attentional capacity which can 
be captured by irrelevant thing 

 Similar to late selection 
 

 Demanding, high perceptual load 
= less likely to be distractible 

 Similar to early selection 
 
*Selection filter depends on spare 
capacity 
 

 Reminiscent of Yerkes-
Dodson Law 

 Presenting Vertical and horizontal gratings in a serial stream 

 If order of gratings are predictable (e.g. V, H, V, H, …)  easy, low 
perceptual load = more distractible 

 Rate of presentation increased or unpredictable order  high 
perceptual load = less distractible, no attentional resources left to latch 
on to distractions 

 
 
Yerkes-Dodson Law 
- overexcitability  worse performance at high task difficulties 
- some stress is task beneficial 

 

  


